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Retail Value
$240

ArtRev.com Price
$120
You Save 50% Off [-$120.00]

Dimensions (As Shown)
6.5W x 7.5H Inches
16.51W x 19.05H cm

Medium
Original Lithographic Bookplate

Frame Your Artwork Online & Save!
Did you know that you can custom frame this artwork to your exact taste and
specifications. Spark your own creativity and frame your artwork in as little as 2
minutes in three easy steps! Our Online frame shop offers museum quality
framing services at prices up to 50% off your local gallery or frame shop. See art
collection .

About Jacques Callot

Jacques Callot (1592-1635) was born in 1592 in Nancy. Growing up in the sophisticated milieu of the nobility and living in a region
between Germany, the Netherlands and France, Callot was able to experience diverse cultural and social surroundings, which he
later aspired to record in his art. His father had other intentions for the young artist and repeatedly stressed that someday he
would either enter the clergy or take over his position as the Herald of Arms and serve the royalty as a designer of court
pageants.
In an attempt to prove the seriousness of his artistic goals, Callot fled to Florence for a brief period with a band of gypsies. In a
later artistic sojourn to Italy from 1608 until 1611, he toured artistic monuments in Rome, where he studied drawing briefly with
Antonio Tempesta and later became an assistant for two years in the Roman atelier of French artist Philippe Thomassin, who
trained Callot in engraving. He remained in Rome until 1621, when he returned to Nancy. While studying in Rome, Callot
mastered academic skills of naturalistic rendering, which he was able to translate into etchings on copper plates.
Callot never practiced painting and worked exclusively in printmaking, formulating a variety of innovative methods. He invented a
new kind of etching needle, the echoppe, which has a flat, oval end with a sharp edge. By twisting the broad end of the needle,
Callot was able to vary the thickness of the line cut through the etching ground. Callot also developed a hard ground derived from
lutemakers varnish. The combination of the echoppe and the varnish ground resulted in a sharp modulated line that imitated an
engraving. He also experimented with an extensive process of multiple biting and stopping out, which produced an extensive
variety of printed tones. Moreover, in taking a Northern mode of naturalism and realistic depiction of common everyday reality,
Callot combined these traits with Italian classical organization derived from the Carracci to produce a personal, distinctive
manner.
During an artistic stay in Florence in 1614, he experienced great pleasure in working under the royal family of Cosimo de Medici.
The Medici family was fond of courtly entertainment and most of Callot's etchings focused on the theme of aristocratic spectacle.
In establishing his popularity among royal patrons, he was also sought out by Queen Isabella of the Spanish Netherlands. Under
her patronage, he executed an etching of the Siege of Breda and many other minor etchings of the life and culture of the Spanish
Netherlands. After the publication and eventual circulation of the Siege of Breda print, he was summoned to the court of Louis XIII
in France, where he received a number of royal etching commissions.
When the French monarchy under Louis XIII and Cardinal Richelieu besieged Lorraine in 1631 through 1633 in an attempt to
annex it, Callot depicted the conflict in his homeland with his most notable series of prints "The Miseries and Disasters of War." In
the 1633 etching "Enrolling the Troops" from the large "Miseries and Disasters of War," Callot depicts the enrollment of the
soldiers and the preparation of the militia. He leads the viewer's eye in a rhythmic pattern amongst the group of soldiers as the
scene recedes along the horizon. He depicts the uniformed leaders as if they are actors in polite consultation, who know nothing
of the harsh realities and death that is to come. Moreover, the symmetrical, classical organization of the print and Callot's rational,
controlled line seems an ironic contradiction, as the ordered scene is a prelude to the brutal, violent acts of war rendered in vivid
detail throughout the remainder of the series.
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